Database
Availability: RiDs db is available at http://115.111.90.196/ridsdb/index.php
Background:
The complexity of mammalian genomes is compounded by the presence of large number of repetitive elements whose functions have not yet been fully deciphered. Repeats contribute to more than 50% of the human genome [1] . Depending on their distribution within the genomes, repeat sequences can be divided into tandemly arrayed and interspersed repeats. covers transposable elements located inside protein coding genes of seven species including human genome with no option for searching either by disease or repeat-related information. None of these contain options for a homology-based search. Here we describe a dynamically searchable database of disease gene reference sequences, with options for text-based and sequencebased searches. The database provides information on the repeat structure within the gene. This information can be retrieved through gene-centric or disease-centric searches or with the help of a query sequence, with FASTA as the search tool.
Methodology: Implementation:
RiDs db is a relational database with well-defined schema and has been implemented using the Structured Query Language (SQL) from the MySQL server version 5.1 (www.mysql.com). Tandem repeats were detected using the Tandem Repeats 
Database Structure:
RiDs db contains disease genes and the corresponding sequences with information on interspersed repeats and tandem repeats contained in them. Four tables (a-d) have been constructed for storing the data in a structured manner using MySQL; The Disease Information 
Conclusion:
Repeats are no more considered junk. Abundance of repeats in the human genome indicates probable functions, either for selfpropagation or perhaps to fulfill an unknown requirement at the level of the genome. Therefore to understand these repetitive elements in relation to diseases is important. Repeats in diseases database is a unified platform for studying repeats present in disease genes. Sequence based homology search is a unique feature of this database allowing comparative genomics based query of patient specific as well as novel sequences with reference genes, which will provide more insights into the association of repeats with specific diseases and hence could be a valuable database for biomedical informatics.
